Secret Slider Card

By Cathy Andronicou

Materials Used:- Chameleon Color Tone Pens; Fuchsia (PK5), Peony Pink (PK4), Bubblegum Pink
(PK2), Green Apple (GR1), Dark Sage (GR2), Penny Black Stitched Flower transparent stamp set
30-418, and Painted Blooms paper pad, Tattered Lace Secret Slider Card die, Staz-On Jet Black,
Memento Tuxedo Black ink, White, Light, Mid and Dark Green Card, Acetate, Foam Pads, Tim
Holtz Tattered Rose Distress ink, Glue and Double Sided tape. Tools:- Die Cutting Machine, MISTI
stamp tool, Scissors.
Instructions:-

1) Die cut 2 x tab die from white card and 1
x from acetate, cut the square base with
an aperture 1 x from green card and 1 x
from white card without an aperture. Cut
2 x Medium size tabs from light green
card and 2 x small tabs from dark green
card. (Have used the medium sized slider
dies from the set).
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2) Place acetate panel in MISTI and stamp
design and sentiment using Staz-on ink.

3) Line up the white panel and ensuring that
the acetate and white panels are at the same
level (note the tabs are the other way around
on the white panel). Stamp the image to be
colored using Memento Tuxedo Black ink.

4) Fuse the brush nib of the Fuchsia pen for
6-12 seconds depending on the size of the
petal and then color each petal from the
outside edge into the centre.
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5) Using the brush nib of the Peony Pink pen color over one of the flowers without fusing. Repeat
this process for the remaining flowers using Bisque and Bubblegum Pink.

6) Fuse the Dark sage pen for 6 seconds and color the fronds, then without fusing color over the
top with Green Apple pen.

7) Line up the white image with the acetate version (making sure the acetate tabs are the opposite
end to the white tabs). Fold acetate tabs over on the first score line and attach to back of white
panel.
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8) Trim the white tabs so that they are 1/2 the width
and then fold in to strengthen.

9) Cut a panel from the patterned paper, distress the
edges with Tattered Rose Distress ink and mount onto
remaining white tabbed panel.

10) Attach the front panel to the back panel with
double sided tape on one side.

11) Line up top tabs and adhere to panel.

12) Place the panel with patterned paper in between
the acetate and colored image with the patterned
paper tabs to the right, trim these tabs to half the
width.
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13) Place the tabbed panels into the card
adhering the patterned panel tabs to the
back of the white base. Then seal the
remaining side and left side of the slider
making sure the mechanism slides easily
still. (by placing the tabs at opposite ends
the slider will not pull completely out of
the card.

14) Die cut leaves, arrow and stamp the flowers again onto scrap
card, color in and fussy cut.

15) Attach flowers and leaves to pull tab and add arrow tab to
finish.

You can find more inspiration on the Chameleon Pens blog
http:// blog.chameleonpens.com and on the website http://www.chameleonpens.com and on
Cathy’s blog at http://candronicoucardcraft.blogspot.co.uk

